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Abstract- We know that our solar system has nine planets 

which are observed and seen through telescopes, 

Astronauts noticed them and Artificial Satellites find 

these planets.  But in Astrology these planets are 

different from Solar System planets.   So try to analyse 

the Asytrological planets and also try to find out about 

Rahu and Ketu Chaya (virtual) planets. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

There are two types of planetary systems used in our 

Bharath, 1) Solar System 2)Astrological planetary 

system.   The differences of these two systems are 

interesting to study. Because both systems consists 

of nine planets, but they are different from each 

other . Our ancient Rushi’s measured and used 

astrological nine planets from place of birth and date 

of birth to analyse the life predictions of a person.  In 

this universe no object in any Planet, Galaxy is not 

stationary, but continuously changing their position, 

because universe is in expanding state.  So 

measuring distances from a person where they living 

or take only one standard place on the earth is 

convenient and also correct to measure astronomical 

distances.   

 

II. SOLAR SYSREM 

 

The Solar System consists of nine planets, these 

planets revolve around the sun in elliptical orbits 

with sun is one of its foci.  At first scientists find that 

starting from Sun, the next near planet is Mercury 

and then Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, 

Uranus, Neptune and Pluto.  After so many years 

they find that Pluto is a dwarf, it is not considered as 

a planet.  Later found that there are five dwarf 

planets named Ceres, Pluto, Makemake, Haumea 

and Eris and also 250 asteroids present in our Solar 

System.  Scientists now expected that some 

hypothetical planets present in our Solar System, 

revolve around the Sun, far from our earth.  We 

cannot identify that planet because of distance, so it 

is difficult to identify that planet.  

 

Scientists are clearly trying for the existence of 

nineth planet but actually they find only eight 

planets. Why are they trying to find about the Ninth 

Planet, since Bharath history says that there are nine 

planets, they try for Ninth planet. 

 

III. ASTROLOGICAL NINE PLANETS 

 

• Introduction 

In RAMAYANA King of Sri Lanka Ravana married 

Mandodari, daughter of famous architect Mayan his 

principles are used in construction of pyramids 

(Mayan Civilisation). At the time of first child birth 

of Mandodari, they calculated the places of all nine 

planets in well good position, so that they expected 

that the child have longer life and do cigerian, but 

due to small change in position of Saturn that child 

Indrajit died in a Rama-Ravana war. This story 

explains the importance and scientific use of 

Astrology in our culture.   

 

The Astrological planets are nine, in which seven 

planets are visible and two are not visible called 

Chaya Grahas. The names of seven planets are 

names of seven days, their names in English and 

Sanskrit they are shown in Table-1 as given below. 
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In Sanskrit planets are called grahas, so in addition 

to these seven planets ther are two non-visible 

grahas named as RAHU graha and Ketu graha (1). 

RAHU graha present in north node of the MOON 

and KETU graha  present on south node of the 

MOON. 

 

THE EFFECT OF ASTROLOGICAL SEVEN 

PLANETS ON HUMAN BEINGS 

 

Human brain is contains magnetic field 

consciousness (2-5) to the electromagnetic 

field/magnetic field of grahas.  A human brain after 

MRI scanning has temporary loss of memory, 

because of the effect of magnetic field. Astrological 

grahas possessing Electromagnetic field/Magnetic 

Field so they effect human  brain. Depending on 

place of birth, angle of orientation to the particular 

graha and distance from graha to the human’s must 

effect the cautiousness of human beings brain. After 

birth human beings brain develops depending upon 

the effect of grahas the development of a person 

takes place. According to astrology the life of a 

human being is 120 years, depending upon position 

of a planet in janmakundali  present at the time of 

birth is mostly effect the life of a human being.  Just 

like NMR scanning the position of the graha effect 

the brain of human being and also interfere (their 

electromagnetic/magnetic field) in their personnel 

life positively some times and negatively some 

times. Positive means marriages, childrens, type of 

job, promotions, behavior with life partner and with 

their parents etc. negative means suicide attempts, 

teasing, blaming a person etc,. In a family effect of 

all persons are considerable. All these depending 

upon the time period of particular graha present in 

total rotation of  all grahas in a person’s life. The 

nine grahas are continuously rotating effect the 

consciousness of a human being starting from birth 

to the death of a person. Our ancient Rushi’s 

predicted and did some experiments to find the 

relation between graha’s position and the life of a 

person.  

 

ABOUT RAHU GRAHA AND KETU GRAHA 

 

These two grahas RAHU and KETU are present in 

south and north nodes of a graha MOON. Totally 

astrological three grahas MOON+RAHU+KETU 

are present on MOON and it’s surroundings only. 

This can be demonstrated by doing a small 

experiment to assume this.  

 

EXPERIMENT - TO DEMONSTRATE   

ASTROLOGICAL THREE GRAHAS PRESENT 

ON MOON AND IT’S SURROUNDINGS 

 

A circular magnet consists of center circular path, 

south pole and north poles is shown in figure-1.  The 

circular magnet is placed in a fine iron powder and 

observed that at north and south poles of a circular 

magnet the density of iron powder is more than the 

iron powder at center circular path of a circular 

magnet as given in figure-2.  Remove the iron 

powder from the magnet, iron powder remains at the 

center of circular path of a circular magnet and also 

at north and south poles. Astrology says RAHU and 

KETU symbols with MOON as shown in figure-3.  

Figures -2 and figure-3 are identical figures, the 

north and south poles in figure-2 are effected on a 

person on the earth in a  
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Center circular path  

 

South pole 

 

Figure-1 

 

direction of north node and south node of a MOON, 

so RAHU graha and KETU graha are the effects and 

not visible to our eye, but their effect on a person on 

the earth is more.  Because of small distance from 

the MOON these grahas effect is amplified on the 

electromagnetic/magnetic effect of human brain and 

act in three ways. In figure-3 RAHU graha 

symbolically represented in astrology as Ω and  Ketu 

graha is reperesented as ℧        

 
Figure-2 

 
Figure-3 

 

From this experiment MOON, natural satellite of 

earth is assumed like a circular magnet and two 

nodes are assumed to be RAHU graha and KETU 

graha and Circular path at the center is considered as 

MOON graha.  Because Moon is the nearest graha 

to the earth, so the effect of MOON graha is high on 

human beings and all living things present on the 

earth.  Example tides on the sea are due to the effect 

of MOON.  Our body and also brain contains high 

percentage of water, so the effect of MOON on brain 

is high and acted in three different ways just like iron 

powder attracted by the circular magnet in three 

ways i.e., at the center circular path of the MOON, 

north node and south node of the MOON.   Three 

ways are named as three grahas , they are MOON 

graha, RAHU graha and KETU graha.  Because of 

less distance of moon, comparing with other grahas 

effect human beings on the earth are highly effected 

by the three phases of MOON i.e., center by MOON 

graha, north pole or node by RAHU graha and south 

pole or node by KETU graha.  The RAHU graha and 

KETU graha are not seen with our eyes, but their 

effect exists on human beings brain. So our Rushi’s 

called them as CHAYA GRAHAS, because their 

influence is present on all human beings/all living 

things on the earth. For example not only human’s 

but some dogs, cats, horses etc., living things have 

been living with luxurious life and some living with 

difficulties, depending on position of grahas at the 

time of birth and also by particular dasa.     

 

Whereas other grahas are far distance from the earth, 

when comparing to the MOON so they are cosidered 

as only one graha.  We know that nearest magnetic 

field, earth magnetic field highly influence the 

magnetic field of a human brain.  That’s why our 

Rushi’s say that do not sleep on north direction by 

placing head.  Because it in anti-magnetic field 

direction to our brain causes negative effects to a 

person and also for all living things. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Our Rushi’s said that the color of MARS 

(ANGARAKA or KUJA or MANGALA or 

ARUNA graha) is aruna, means raising/falling 

SUN”S color, how could they explain that, have they 

go to that graha or have they seen it by any other 

alternate methods with body or without body.  All 

these things should be studied with utmost care. 

 

Human beings brain is sensitive to electromagnetic 

field/magnetic field.   MOON is the nearer magnet, 

so MOON’S magnetic field effects the all living 

things on earth. MOON consists of three grahas 

named MOON (the center circular path of MOON’s 

sphere), RAHU, (the north pole lead to north node 

of MOON’S sphere) and KETU (southern pole lead 

to south node of MOON’S sphere). Totally all seven 

grahas SURYA, CHANDRA, ANGARAKA, 

BUDHA, BRIHASPATI, SHUKRA AND SHANI 

and two CHAYA GRAHAS RAHU AND KETU 

produce electromagneti/magnetic field which effect 

all human beings on the earth in the direction of 
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south and north node, so behavior of one person is 

different from the other person. 

In solar system, planets revolve around the SUN in 

some fixed paths, earth is also one of the planet.  In 

astrology, there are nine grahas effect/ interfere and 

the life of any living thing present on the earth.   

 

NAVAGRAHAS IN TEMPLES 

 

Every LORD SIVA TEMPLE and almost all 

temples in the Bharath having NAVAGRAHAS. 

The navagrahas are nine grahas in astrological 

science, they are placed in a separate room indicates 

that they have special importance in astrology. In a 

square all nine grahas are placed, in navagrahas 

SUN is at center all eight grahas placed in eight 

corners counted from position of the SUN.  The 

eight corners are east, west, north, south, north-east, 

north-west, south-east, south-west from Sun are 

taken into account. Navagrahas  picture in temple as 

shown in figure-4. 

 

 
figure-4 

 

All navagrahas placed in 360 degrees indicate that 

universe is assumed to be in circular, 360 degrees 

are divided into 12 equal parts, and each part is at an 

angle of 30 degrees called Rasi (constellation).  

Except RAHU and KETU all seven grahas moves in 

clock-wise direction and moves in the Rasi’s. 

RAHU and KETU grahas are moving in anti-

clockwise direction moves along Rasi’s.  In our 

SOLAR SYSTEM planets revolve around Sun and 

also rotating about themselves. Movement of 

navagrahas is of two different motions 1.In space 

they rotate in Rasi’s, 2. They rotate around SUN in 

some particular positions, in clock-wise and also in 

anti-clockwise directions.  For example in temple we 

observe that venus graha is rotating in anti-

clockwise direction as mentioned in navagraha’s  

venus graha is in the opposite direction i.e., facing 

opposite to us.  In all times RAHU and KETU graha 

are 180 degrees to each other, because they are north 

node and south node of the moon. The simple 

navagrahas in temple indicates entire universe in a 

small place.  These nine grahas effect our brain we 

should be careful about navagrahas. 
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